**General information**

*Synthesis philosophica* is an open access, open science scientific journal of the Croatian Philosophical Society, based in Zagreb, Republic of Croatia. Founded in 1986, it soon reached global reputation and has since been known for its engaged acceptance of theoretical diversity, including openness towards new ideas, approaches and methodologies, different orientations and schools of thought, and marginalised or unfairly neglected topics. The journal became exceptionally distinct for its focus on the notion of integrative thought and dedicated promotion of interdisciplinary studies.

*Synthesis philosophica* is an open-access journal, it supports the conception of open science, and it does not charge for its service. Being an open access journal means that all content is freely available without charge to the user or his/her institution. Users are allowed to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of the articles, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without asking prior permission from the publisher or the author.

Given the responsibility it upholds, journal *Synthesis philosophica* acts under the principles of transparency, academic integrity and social justice. The afore-mentioned principles are carried out through making the information publicly available, providing electronic support, informing regarding the personal data processing, applying double-blind peer-review for the evaluation of received manuscripts, securing a professional editorial board, ensuring clear copyright policy, caring for the authenticity of research manuscripts and engaging in the prevention of plagiarism, archiving procedural material for the processes of receiving, evaluating and publishing the journal content, and promoting experts of all scientific profiles, especially young researchers.

**Editor's office**

Oriented towards diversity and transparency, the Editor's office of *Synthesis philosophica* consists of Editor-in-Chief, Deputy Editor, Managing Editor, Secretary, Editorial Board, and two special bodies: Junior Editorial Board (dedicated to securing the intergenerational continuity of the journal) and the international Advisory Board (dedicated to assisting in the reviewing process and in planning and promotion of the project). As a publisher, Croatian Philosophical Society ensures that all members of the journal’s organogram perform roles most suitable to their qualifications.
Leading and managing editors are dedicated to the development of scientific communication in terms of continuous development of publishing technics, best ethical practices, social networking, developing relations among scientists of various profiles through the concept of thematic issues, integrating young authors and editors into scientific community and work, nurturing good relations and respect between members of the academic community, and serving as an example to others.

Leading and managing editors are especially dedicated to the process of scientific evaluation. It relies on all available resources and tools in the pursuit of as justly achievable evaluations of received manuscripts as possible. In the endorsement of social justice and support of open access and free science, Synthesis philosophica requests and accepts no fee from authors or reviewers, and it refuses any extortion of results.

Leading and managing editors ensure that all received manuscripts are evaluated according to their inherent quality of scientific content and the proper use of language, and not by criteria of sex, gender, race, sexual preference, religious beliefs, cultural traditions, ethnicity, nationality and language, political inclination and other similar, for scientific evaluation irrelevant categories of identity. Before sending the received manuscript into a reviewing process, the Editor’s office works to ensure the highest possible level of author’s and reviewer’s anonymity in the process. It applies a top-down approach to selecting reviewers – best available experts internationally, who are most suitable for the manuscript’s topic. In cases where conflict of interest is detected, the Editor’s office takes all the available measures to ensure the integrity of the process of scientific evaluation.

Working to properly introduce all the contributors to their possible interests and rights, the Editor’s office provides information regarding the journal’s member list, as well as guidelines for authors, reviewers, and referencing system. The documents are available on “Hrcak”, the central portal of Croatian scientific and professional journals, on the following address: https://hrcak.srce.hr/synthesis-philosophica?lang=en.
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